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“Digital technologies have put the very definition of 
advertising and marketing up for grabs. Now, when a 

marketer asks for a new campaign, the response from the 
team is literally a question mark.  

…Every campaign, if it can even be called that, begins with a 
blank slate. There are just too many ways it could go.” 

- Randall Rothenberg, CEO of IAB, Sept 16, 2013 
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•  SMBs spend $50B in local 
media… 

…but SMBs still want better media 
options 



Introducing Restaurants Plus 



C 
Why Does LivingSocial Care? 

•  Customer satisfaction goes up with ease of redemption and good value 

•  Merchant satisfaction goes up with ease of redemption and clear ROI 

•  In short…we’re building a better product 



What’s The Future of Card-linking?  
Atlanta’s Gekko Sushi and Lounge 

•  Well-known sushi establishment in 
downtown Atlanta 

•  Liked simplicity of card-linking 
program, thought voucher model was 
time consuming and costly to manage 

•  Excited about seamlessly 
incentivizing customers, building 
loyalty, and ultimately driving more 
spending 

•  Thrilled about being part of new 
marketing efforts and acknowledged 
that this is future of digital marketing 
for loyalty and rewards 



What’s The Future of Card-linking? 
Gordon Biersch (Buckhead) 

•  National brewery restaurant chain 
with two Atlanta locations 

•  Recently introduced own loyalty 
program nationwide 

•  Interested in reaching local diners 
and travellers alike 

•  Local team wants to fill the 
restaurant with forward-thinking 
clientele and felt card-linking 
program was an “incredible way to 
attract these diners”  



What’s The Future of Card-linking?  
Atlanta Beta Test  

Build-In 
Demand Creation Starting With  

Cards on File 
From Prepaid Model 

New Consumer Offer 
Claim Experience 



The Common Pain Points: Our Experience  

Merchant side: 
•  Closing the loop 
•  Real-time yield management and dynamic discounting 
•  No interruption of business process 
•  No additional work or training for management or staff 
•  Price integrity 
•  No installation of software or hardware 
•  ROI of promotion 

Consumer side: 
•  Unredeemed vouchers can be frustrating 
•  Prefer not to present vouchers when paying  
•  Interest in new experiences 



1.  Mobile is cool… 
…but mobile + email + card-linking is cooler 

Where Does This Lead? 
Key Trends / Predictions 

“There’s even an app called ‘email,’ 
which happens to be on the front 

screen of all mobile devices, and is 
the one users spend hours a day 

checking and interacting with.” 

David Baker 
VP of Digital Product Solutions for Acxiom 

(…his voice hardened by sarcasm) 

- IDC Research study 
sponsored by Facebook 



Where Does This Lead? 
Key Trends / Predictions 

2.  Local (and national) merchants will accelerate in card-linked marketing 
and promotions when SKU-level offers get easier 



Where Does This Lead? 
Key Trends / Predictions 

3.  Where ‘Buy Buttons’ remove friction 
to purchase goods… 

…card-linking removes friction from 
connecting around experiences.  



Opportunities With LivingSocial 

Restaurants Restaurants Plus Beta launched in Atlanta in 
September. D.C. and other markets to follow.  

Local 
Merchants 

Stay tuned!  

National 
Brands 

Rollout Q1 2016 

Publishers Starting discussions about exchange of card-linked 
offers. Still early.    
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Doug Miller 
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